MEASURES TO AVOID SPREADING OF COVID-19
Kind Clients, after the health emergency in our country, the Europa Unita Village Managment and
Staff are working together to create a safety place where spending your holidays.
According of the ordinance nr 59 of May 14th 2020, we have been forced to change some activites
and services of the Village to avoid the spreading of the coronavirus.
Here’s some new measures adopted by the Europa Unita Village:

ACCOMODATIONS
All the accomodations will be sanitized with special products after any change of family. All
fornitures, inside and outside walls and floor will be cleaned with more care. To guarantee the best
safety of our guests, the kitchens will be not equipped. The bathroom towels and Bedding (for rent)
will be sanitized by the laundry service. The TV and air conditioning’s remote controllers will be
sanitized too, after every use.

SWIMMING-POOL
The pool will be a safety place for adults and children. The entering will be allowed only after
reservation and in small groups of people. The pool will be opened in the morning from 10.00 to
13.30 and in the afternoon from 16.00 to 19.30. The sanification of sunbeds and deck chairs will be
guaranteed every day. Mandatory wearing the swimming-cap and having a shower before entering.

PRIVATE BEACH
Our beach umbrellas will respect the distance, as ordered by the ordinance of the Region. Maximum
4 people under every umbrella. I will be not possible, to add sun beds and deck chairs, to those
already payed with the service of the private beach. It will be no mandatory wearing the mask on
the beach, but It will be mandatory respecting the social distance with other people.

ANIMATION
The animation activities will be different than before. The games and the shows allowed by the
ordinance, will be played in certain hours and with small groups of people.

CHECK-IN AND CHECK-OUT
The check-in upon arrival will be different, to avoid long waits and to respect the ordinance:
- The balance will be payed almost 1 week before the arrival with bank transfer. You’ll receive
an email with all details to make the payment.
- Mandatory sending by email the Personal data File, filled with all details requested (received
during the first step of the reservation), almost 2 days before the arrival.
- The accomodations will be available only from 16.00 to 20.00. Upon arrival, only one
member of the family will enter the Reception to complete the check-in. The other members
must wait at the parking.
- The check-out will be allowed until 9.00 am, after the control of the accomodation. Please
reservate the check-out few days before, or phone the Reception to request the control of
the accomodation. Then, only one family member will enter the Reception to have the
deposit of € 100,00 back. Extras will be payed 1 day before the check-out.

SAFETY BEHAVIOR
All over the Village will be mandatory wearing the mask, especially in the places where it will be no
possibile to keep the social distance. You’ll find special products to clean your hands, in several part
of the Village. The parents must control their children to avoid uncorrect behaviors at the beach and
in every place of the Village

SOCCER CAMP
The soccer camp will be opened only in certain hours. It will be possible to play only for family
members. Service to pay.

BAR/ RESTAURANT
The bar will be opened, respecting the social distance and wearing masks. The restaurant will be
opened only for take away (including Half Board and Full Board), after reservation.

The measures could change after new ordinances of Abruzzo Region.

